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dispersal and intrusive igneous

and animals are controlled to a large extent by high because its crust

the distribution of land, sea, and orographic fea- hence are low in density. A steady state develops

as the plates continue to move apart: the materialturn

formedcontrolled in substantial part by the motions of

the great plates that comprise the earth's outer cools and contracts as it migrates away, and the
w

shell, its lithosphere. Continents stand above sea sea floor sinks to greater depths. The oceanic

light crust crust

are parts of plates that also include the ocean ters retain petrologic characteristics that can be

floors. Seven very large plates, and numerous gnized after subsequent events have brought

mid- and small-sized ones (the concept of co- them to other tectonic settings,

herent plates breaks down at the small-scale end). Where plates converge, one plate commonly

each typically 80 kmor so thick, all move relative tips down and slides beneath the other. Gener-

to all others. The plates tend to be internally ally, an oceanic plate slides (subducts) beneath a

rigid, and they interact mostly at their edges, continental plate (as along the west side of South

America), or beneath another oceanic plate (as

along the east side of the Mariana island arc). In

either case, a magmatic arc - volcanoes at the

..._._„
intrusive '— -^^ H.nth -tends to

although

rm
between

range upward to about 13 cm/year— an unim-
posing rate by human standards, but equivalent form in that part of the overriding

to enormous displacements when continued for is about 100 km above the top of the subducting

tens of millions of years. plate. Compositions of the magmatic rocks are

Spherical geometry requires that any motion quite different in continental and oceanic arcs^

between two parts of a spherical surface can be Sediments and other materials scraped oft tn

expressed as the rotation of one part relative to top of the downgoing plate accumulate, snow-

the other, defined by an angular displacement plow fashion, in an accretionary wedge at

around an Euler pole of relative rotation. All front of the overriding plate. Study of an acrr
-

trajectories of relative motions must be along tionary wedge can reveal much about the cha
-

small circles to that pole. (This pole is not to be acter and history of oceanic lithosphere thaU

thought of as having any mechanical signifi-

cance.) The development of plate-tectonic con-
cepts in the late 1960s was made possible by the
demonstration that the relative motions that

erridmg

Collisions result where light crustal inass

^^^

present on both of two converging plates.

L, .: „.^„» ^.t.d^1 is caught in thf

could be quantified fit these geometric require- suture between the two. Collisions are_often

ments. The mechanisms causing plate motions
are much debated, but the reality of the motions
is proved.

Plates are now pulling apart primarily along
the great submarine ridges in the worid's oceans.
As mantle wells up into the gaps between di-
verging plates at these spreading centers, part of
it melts and is erupted on the surface as basaltic
lava or is injected beneath the surface to crys-

companied by severe internal deformation
^^^^

or both of such plates. Convergence com
^ ^^^

continues after a collision, but inasmuch a

^^^

duction of buoyant continental crust is

^^^^ ^
or impossible, subduction stops at the oi

^^
which oceanic lithosphere had V^^^^^'^^^^i

subducted, and a new subduction system
^

through on the outer side of the contm^
^^

enlarged by the aggregation of the col i
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terial. Actual collisions are commonly oblique mined primarily by the sun, and they have not
rather than head-on, and they progress in one varied widely within the last 3,800 million years

direction or another with time. the age of the oldest rocks known—for liquid

Strike-slip faults bound plates that slide past water has always been present, and continental

one another. Any strike-slip fault transfers glaciation has occurred intermittently during the

spreading or convergence at one end to spreading last 2,000 million years at least.

or convergence at the other end. Many actual During Archean time, 2,500 to 3,800 million

strike-slip boundaries are complex in detail and years ago (Ma), continents were formed by
have obliquely convergent and divergent parts magmatismmoreintense than that of later time,
and also zones of distributed motion. in ways that are much disputed, but that many

Plate motions are often illustrated by two-di- of us regard as the result of rapid motions of
mensional cartoons, many of which incorporate small lithosphere plates. Even then, however, the
the false concept that the subducting plate is rolled earth must have lost heat primarily through
over a platen fixed in the mantle and is injected spreading oceans and by subduction-related
down a fixed slot. All or most hinges actually magmatism, because the crustal geothermal gra-
__ * 4

migrate mto the subducting plates as the over- dients recorded by petrologic indicators in deeply
nding plates advance. Boundaries between ad- eroded Archean rocks are much like those in

jacent plates tend to end at triple junctions, where young terranes. Before 3,800 Ma, whatever
three plates meet; such areas can display great crust the earth possessed was so thin, and de-
vanety and complex evolutions. structive (remelting?) processes were so effective,

I have summarized the evidence for, and evo- that no rocks then formed have been recognized,

lution of, these concepts elsewhere and have il- No beginning in time can be seen for plate

lustrated the development of a number of actual motions. The earth's lithosphere has always con-

convergent-plate features (Hamihon, 1979). sisted of rifting, drifting, subducting, and coUid-

Plate tectonics has operated throughout at least ing plates. All continents are aggregates of frag-

the last 2,500 million years— all of Proterozoic ments, sutured together at times past. Continents
and Phanerozoic time. Continental rifting is re- have been deformed complexly by strike-slip

corded by truncations of basement terranes and faulting and by oblique and orthogonal rifting

truncated and compression, and the process continues. Re-

modem

with

continenta!-shelf-and-slope stratal wedges. Sub- constructions of prior positions of land masses
duction of oceanic lithosphere is recorded by most become progressively more ambiguous as the age
of the same structural and magmatic indicators considered increases. Although valiant attempts

_^_.ems; by have been made at reconstructions for all of
aggregations through collisions of distinct con- Phanerozoic time (e.g.. Smith et al., 1981, and
tinental masses and island arcs; and by paleo- Ziegler et al., 1979) and even for the late Pre-

^agnetic, paleoclimatic, and paleontologic in- cambrian, such reconstructions ignore most pre-

^icators. The details of the processes, however, Jurassic sutures and continental deformation, are

eearth's constrained primarily by approximate latitudes

potassium had been cycled out of the mantle and inferred for some of the bits, and are schematic
into the continents before Paleozoic time; Pha- at best. Even for Cretaceous time, major uncer-

nerozoic granitic rocks are both voluminous and lainties exist regarding the geometry of eastern

PoUssic only where their magmas have risen Siberia and Alaska; of the entire Tethyan region

volumi- (Central America, Caribbean, Mediteranean, Al-

^^us sediments derived from such crust. Meta- pine Europe, North Africa, middle East, Hima-
»*orphic rocks of blueschist fades, products of layas. Southeast Asia, Indonesia, Melanesia); of

jlatively onshore and offshore East Asia; and of the Scotia-

pm<; are West Antarctica region. Many of the ambiguities

• tf »-— ** K-AB-^/^A AAAWfc Ji^ * A fc* 'J »**

through Precambrian crust, or through

recrystallization at high
temperat

voluminous in Mesozoic and Cenozoic terranes, are more hkely to be resolved by paleobiogeo-

Progressively less common in older Paleozoic graphic studies than by geologic and geophysical

"es, rare in late Proterozoic terranes, and un- ones.

I^own in older tracts; the earth probably is cool- The biogeographic consequences of plate mo-
rn* be enormous
rate. Surface temperatures, however, are deter- example, a small landmass on a moving plate
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can carry a terrestrial biota derived partly from conveyor-belted many thousands of kilometers

a biota shared with some previously adjacent to their present North American sites. The ag-

landmass, and derived partly by fortuitous im- gregate width of the accreted materials generally

migration, both components evolving more or increases northwestward along the continental

less in isolation as the landmass moves with time margin, from 50 to 100 km (much of that off-

through different climatic zones. The configu- shore) in Baja California and southern Califor-

ration and surface altitude and, hence, the amount nia, through 500 km in Washington and Canada,

and distribution of land above sea level, can to 1,000 km in Alaska. Throughout Cretaceous

change radically with time. When two land- and Cenozoic time, the oceanic and continental-

masses collide, their biotas mingle and compete, margin materials have had northward compo-

Pre-collision fossil biotas of the two lands are nents ofmotion relative to interior North Amer-

different, whereas post-collision biotas are shared. ica, whether the specific motion has recorded

This paper briefly summarizes some tectonic oblique subduction, oblique extension, or strike-

factors that may be relevant to the biotic rela-

tionships of the northern continents durine Cre-

slip.

made of the biotic features themselves.

All the fragments of continental materials pre-

taceous and Cenozoic time. Little mention is sumably carried significant biotas if they stood

above the sea before collision, but none is known

to have been other than a briefly detached bit of

North America. Conversely, the fragments for

which distant origins are likely are largely of sub-

marine origin, although some may have included

small islands before collision. I know of no biotic

interchanges that can be ascribed to the accretion

of any of the fragments, aUhough juxtaposed fos-

sil assemblages are grossly disjunct in many

places.

Western Interior seaway. The Western In-

terior of the United States and Canada -a region

that is now at generally high surface altitude in

such provinces as the High Plains, Colorado Pla-

teau, and much of the U.S. Rocky Mountains-

was inundated by a shallow sea that connecte

the Gulf of Mexico and the Beaufort Sea dunng

middle Cretaceous time (McGookey et al,
1^

'

Rudkin, 1966; Williams & Burk, 1966).
^^^

transgressing south from the Arctic ^"'^ "°
^^

from the Gulf of Mexico joined in late Aim

(latest Early Cretaceous) time, and ^^^.^^^^^^

remained more or less continuous unti a

. . ^ ,.„
^- - "."^ early Campanian (middle Late Cretaceous) ti

^

Amencan Cordillera consists of material added There was then widespread regression of tne

to the continent by subduction processes during in Canada, but the Western Interior of the Um

North American and Eurasian Plates

North America north of Mexico, and Eurasia

north of the Alpine-Himalayan mountain sys-

tem, behaved as internally coherent continental

plates during Cretaceous and Cenozoic time, al-

though they had complex histories of pre-Cre-
taceous sundering and aggregation, and although
they were much deformed internally during the
Cretaceous and Cenozoic. The two megaplates
began to separate in middle Cretaceous time, and
the Atlantic Ocean has been widening ever since.

Relationships between Siberia and North Amer-
ica throughout this time are poorly understood.
The following presentation is concerned with
some internal and marginal features of the two
megaplates, and not with relationships between
the megaplates.

ca. Much

NORTHAMERICANPLATE

yf

r-"^w..v.o^„....6 in Canada, but the Western Intenor
Jurassic and Cretaceous time, and to a lesser ex- States remained broadly inundated through mo

i^"o
.,^"?.''^ 9.'!.°^''^'' ^^"'^- ^'^^k^ (e.g., Jones of the rest of Late Cretaceous time. The mi^J^^

Cretaceous seaway was continuous betwTerritory
of theand the southwestern two-thirds of British Co- Gulf of Mexico and the Canada Basin

umbia (e.g., Tipper et al., 1981), and most of Arctic Ocean and must have much hindered ea

Washingt
lU iiiu&i iiav^ i*x«^" -

nZOlC

„ ., ,^__^ . "v-a., wcMiiii^iciLiuii of terrestrial organisms, en

Hamilton, 1 978) consist largely of continental marine flooding of the continental
margins

west migration

fragm

off oceanic hthosphere plates, and of magmatic
rocks formed in response to subduction and to
nfting. Paleontologic and paleomagnetic evi-
dence requires that some of these materials were

relatively minor. mribbean
Central America- Gulf of Mexico-tan

^^^

Sea. From the end of Triassic time un
^^

in Pliocene time, North and South ^^^^^^
^o\.

separated by water, although tectonic a
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canic lands may have connected them at times. Each of the arriving continental plates must
ahhough have carried with it immigrant plants and ani-

tained via Europe and Africa during much of mals and an assemblage of fossils— both different

Mesozoic time. The shapes and positions of from those of the newly adjacent mainland. Thus,
within Mexico the middle Tertiary contact between Africa and

the Caribbean have changed greatly with time Eurasia allowed horses to walk onto Africa and
and are still only partly understood (Pindell & elephants onto Eurasia. Smaller islands must have

Although carried limited biotas, evolved in varying iso-

have joined the continents at times, submarine lation. Biotas were derived partly from the con-
gaps largely blocked migration of land organisms linent from which they rifted away; other biotas
during Cretaceous and Tertiary time. The great were derived partly from overwater immigrants,

intercontinental biotic interchange began only Thus, the middle Tertiary collision of Australia

about three million years ago, when the Isthmus with island arcs that migrated from the margin

Internal defc

igwm of Asia caused much of the limited exchange of

->/ North America, attenuated and variably evolved biotas between
Alaska, western Canada, and the western United those two continents (Hamilton, 1979).

States were much deformed by lateral motions Seaways between Europe and Asia. During
during Cretaceous and Cenozoic time. In addi- much of Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous time
tion to marginal tectonic accretion, an array of and part of the early Tertiary, central Eurasia

compressional, extensional, rotational, and strike- was covered by broad shallow seas that extended
slip deformation (e.g., Hamilton, 1978) caused from the Tethyan ocean on the south to what is

complex changes in orographic configurations, now the Arctic Ocean on the north (Grossheim
and hence much influenced climates, but did not & Khain, 1967; Vereshchagin & Ronov, 1968).

produce any major seaway that would have During Late Jurassic and most of Early Creta-
inipeded biotic interchanges. ceous time, a seaway west of the Urals connected

I>eformation in Eastern Canada, Greenland, what are now the Caspian and Barents Sea re-

and Alaska, is discussed in subsequent sections, gions. By late Eariy Cretaceous lime (Albian,

possibly also Aptian), the sea had receded from

the northern part of this region, and dry land has

connected the Russian Platform and the Urals

ever since. East of the Urals, another broad, shal-

low sea transgressed southward during early Late

EURASIANPLATE

Tectonic accretion of southern and eastern
^urasia. Eurasia is a composite megacontinent
formed throughout Phanerozoic time by the ag- _ . , ,

gregation of large and small subcontinents and Cretaceous (Cenomanian) time and covered what
of varied are now the West Siberian Lowlands through
as intervening oceanic lithosphere was subducted most of remaining Cretaceous, Paleocene, and
(^•g., Burrett, 1974, and Hamilton, 1970). North- Eocene time. Shallow seas also covered much of
em sutures are in general older than southern the Caspian-Aral region to the south, but be-
ones. The land masses south of the Alps, Car- tween about 50** and 54° present latitude, north-

Pathians, Lesser Caucasus, and Himalayas have em and southern areas were separated by land,

collided with Eurasia during Late Cretaceous and except that a more or less continuous seaway
Cenozoic time (e.g., Burchfiel, 1980; Dewey et connected between northern and southern seas

^'•> 1973; Sinha Roy, 1978). The accretion is still during most of Eocene time. Both eastern Russia
Soing on in both the west, where Africa and Ara- and the West Siberian Lowlands were emergent
bia are in the process of closing with the northern in Oligocene and later time.

continent, and in the east, where Australia has During much oflhe Early Cretaceous and again

^en colliding with island arcs migrating away during most of the Eocene, marine water thus
from Asia (Hamilton, 1979). Continental masses separated northern Europe and Siberia within

"

what is now the USSR, although the sea may
have regressed enough intermittently to provide

land corridors between east and west. The Eocene

seaway connected flooded coniincnial shelves,

beyond which were deep oceans, to the north

and south, so migration of land biotas would

ha
mtervening oceanic

have

th one or both of them. Bits of continents

ifted, rotated, and re-aggregated. Island arcs

H^ve migrated, and changed their configurations,
between converging continents. Shapes of collid-

^^% masses changed as they were crushed togeth-
er. have been severely hindered. The Early Creta-
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ceous seaway similarly extended to deep ocean is poorly constrained; continuous old continental

in the south and probably did so in the north lithosphere did not connect North and South

also. America, but tectonic or volcanic lands may have

Internal deformation of Eurasia. South of joined them at times. Dry-land connections be-

about latitude 45° in Europe and 55° in Asia, tween the Americas, however, might have been

Eurasia has been deformed by Cretaceous and maintained, at least intermittently, during Ju-

Cenozoic extension, compression, and strike-slip rassic and Early Cretaceous time via Africa,

motions, in addition to the accretion of land Iberia, and western Europe.

masses to the south and east margins of the con- The motion pattern changed greatly at about

tinent (e.g., Alvarez et al,, 1974; Burchfiel, 1980; the beginning of Late Cretaceous time, and the

Cohen, 1980; Dewey et al., 1973; Dewey & Sen- Atlantic Ocean began to open; North and South

gor, 1979; Hamilton, 1979; Molnar & Tappon- America have been moving mostly westward

nier, 1975; Tapponnier & Molnar, 1979). Dis- since then, with little relative motion between

tribution and character of mountains, plateaus, them, away from Africa plus Europe. Sea-floor

basins, and deserts has changed complexly, but spreading was simple in the South Atlantic, and

the general continuity of land in the main part in the North Atlantic as far north as Newfound-

of the continent, independent of accretion and land and Britain: the ocean widened steadily at

rifting effects and the seaway just noted, has not. the center, although at varying rates (Sclater et

ah, 1977).

Opening of the Atlantic Ocean

At about the end of Triassic time, North and
South America, Africa, and western Europe were

Plate Boundaries Between the Arctic

ANDAtlantic Oceans

North of the latitude of Ireland, the spreading
parts of a single large continent, the product of

^^^^ ^^ '"^^ ^^^^^^^^ °^ Ireland tiie spreauu

the suturing together of various lesser continents
^^^^^^^ ^^ '^^ ^^^^"^^^

^'T- T™£
during Paleozoic time. Eastern Europe and Asia P^"^"'' ^^""^ ^^^"^^^ ^^^ *'"'^'

.^'a die

were bounded on the south by the broad Tethyan
^^""^^^ ^^""^ '^^PP^^ spreading into the /vr

;

ocean. India and various lesser continental pieces
^"^^^^^ *^ ^^^"^ of spreading mthe middle

taceous and about 60 Ma in the Paleocene
oi dipmc Europe ana me Miaaie hast were not T- J ^f r.r<>enland

yet in contact with the northern continent. The
^P^^^ding was concentrated west of Oree

^^
subsequent opening of the North Atlantic is rea-

'^^ ^^^ Labrador Basin; from about 6U to^

i_t 11 . . - - . _ cnT-oo/i;^n ^^r>.iT-,-*=.H K/^fTi P^QCt Jind west 01 Uictt
sonably well constrained by the fitting together

magnetic

spreading occurred both east and west of Green-

land, although that to the west was very slow

after about 50 Ma; since 38 Ma, spreading
products of sea-floor spreading dated by deep-

^^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^ ^^'
^^"""^^f.^ ,^:HT!ackson

ocean drilling) and of the margins of continental ^^' ^^^"^ P^^^^ •'"^^ ^^^* ""^ ^f ^
, 07V Scla-

crustal etal., 1979;Kristoffersen&Talwani,
1977;Sc

ter et al., 1 977; Eldholm & Talwani, 1977; vog •

Perry et al., 1981). Spreading between Norw
panying tensional thinning of the continents along
what became the Atlantic, North America plus

^^"^ ^* ^^^ ^^^^^^ Spreading between j^-j
Europe began to move northwestward away from ^^^ Greenland has jumped from nit w

.

^^
Africa plus South America, in Middle Jurassic

^^^ ^°^ ^^^ confined to a single medial n

time, about 165 m.y.a. Europe and North Amer- ^^^"o^^ in time.

ica remained attached to one another; Iberia, at
the southwest comer of the European plate, slid
past Africa when the Atlantic opened beweeii the

ARCTIC ATLANTIC
the

eastern

ter et al., 1977). Simultaneously, the Gulf of
Mexico, plus oceanic lithosphere since overrid-
den by the eastward-expanding Caribbean plate,
opened between the southern

Greenland and Norwegian Seas
The Arctic sector of the Atlantic Ocean

opened a>

Greenland moved away from
^^^f'^^^

spreading system ends at transform faults,

^^^^^

and southwest of the submerged
^'''^^'"gjjpif.

WhA
•''" XK

'°'''^'"' ^^"^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ "^^^gin of Spitsbergen and the Barents --
South Amenca. These motions continued until These faults ster, the spreading into the Eu^^

f^
Eariy Cretaceous time, about 9 5 Ma

These faults step the spreading into the t
^^

Basin of the Arctic Ocean, within whi
-ru„ c *• e ^ ' -""uv ^j ivia. Diisin OI ine /\rcilC vjccan, vTiv"—

It.u^^rJT"' f ^'""''^^ ^'"^'^^^ ^"d the spreading axis trends to the Siberian
contme ntaJ

Caribbean region during

Late
margin near the delta of the Lena River.

_

Until about 38 Ma, Spitsbergen and
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165 MA 125 MA

65 MA

36 MA PRESENT

Figure 1. Tectonic history of the North Atlantic Ocean, showing positions of continental masses from
"'Wdle Tiiracc.'^ «;_ lire » » \ . — - • • • •• '-'

—

- /!->< > r»c ik*™\ r^,«««„-«..- t-™-*:
Early

North

The 2,000 mbathymetric contour around each continent is shown with a light line; heavy
^es represent active spreading centers- dashed lines represent plate boundaries of unspecified types. Reproduced,
*»h permission, from Sclater, Hellinger and Tapscott (1977, fig. 3), Journal of Geology, v. 85, p. 5 1 7, copyright
l'> University of Chicago.

^t Greenland were sliding past one another on gene deformation of southwest Spitsbergen. At
^ transform fault trending north-northwestward, about 38 Ma, the slow spreading between

^ continental crust was continuous between Greenland and North America ceased, the mo-
inem (Taiwan! & Eldholm, 1977; Vogt, Bernero tion of Greenland became northwestward rcla-

^ ^'•. 1981, fig. 2). That this slip had a small live to Norway, and oblique extension began be-

^ompressive component is shown by the Paleo- tween Greenland and Spitsbergen; the result was



Figure 2 Present bathymetry of the Greenland-Norwegian Sea and the Eurasian Basin of the Arctic Ocean (nght), and paleobathymetry in laie

Eocene middle Oliaocenc and early and late Miocene times. Contour interval 500 m, labeled in 1 00s of meters. Derived by matching magnetic anomalies

of \hc mdicaicd numbers and ages, and integrating with known age/depth curves for subsidence of oceanic lithosphere. Reproduced, with permission,

rTotY^ Vo»\, Ucrnero, VLovacs and TayVor 098\. ftfe. S).
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a shallow seaway on thinned continental crust for the margins of the oceanic rift, and for ex-

between them, followed by a narrow but deep tensional thinning and faulting of the continental

and widening oceanic rift from about 30 Ma shelves prior to complete rifting. Upper Creta-

(Talwani & Eldholm, 1977; Vogt, Bemero et al., ceous marine strata are present on the Baffin Is-

1981).

Land connections. Dry land thus could have

connected Greenland and Spitsbergen through-

land continental shelf (MacLean & Falconer,

1979).

If the Baffin Basin anomalies are identified cor-

out Cretaceous and early Paleocene time (before rectly as of Paleogene age, then the width of Pa-

most spreading occurred in the Arctic Atlantic) leogene ocean formed between Greenland and

and during much or all of the rest of Paleocene North America changes little within the Labra-

and Eocene time (while continent-against-con- dor and Baffin Basins; the Euler pole of relative

tinent transform faulting was underway). Fur- rotation is distant, and northeast-trending trans-

ther, great basalt plateaus were built during Ter- form faults step spreading from one basin to the

liary time on oceanic crust between Scotland and other through the Davis Strait region.

East Greenland, and these might have provided Reconstructions between Greenland and Can-

an intermittent land bridge before some time in ada are complicated by crustal extension and ba-

the Miocene (Eldholm & Thiede, 1980). saltic magmatism along the margins of Baffin Bay

Spitsbergen is now separated from Norway by and the Labrador Sea. Continental margins are

the shallow sea of the continental Barents Shelf thinned by extension accompanying rifting, and

Seismic-reflection data indicate that the strata wedges ofstrata that prograde across them main-

beneath this shelf are mostly of pre-Cenozoic age tain continental shelves. Something like half the

(Eldholm & Talwani, 1977), so the shelf may width of the shelf and continental slope shallower

have been emergent during much of Cenozoic than 2,000 m along a rifted continental margin

may typically represent extension of continental

crust. The uncertainties of such extension are

quantitatively most important for reconstruc-

tions of narrow ocean basins, such as those of

The eariy, western center of North Atlantic Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea. These uncer-

time.

BAFHNBAY ANDLABRADORSEA

Labrador

Labrador

tainties are further complicated by new crust built

of very thick lower Tertiary basalts of mantle

origin, onshore and offshore of west-central

Greenland between 68** and 73°N, and on east-

new ocean floor was forming in the Labrador emmost Baffin Island and the shelf east of south-

Basin between Greenland and Labrador by a Ut- eastern Baffin Island (Keen et al., 1 974; see also

Magnet
surveys

t'e before 75 Ma Johnson et al., 1 982). Davis Strait, between the

Cretaceous motion having been accommodated Baffin and Labrador Basins, is only 500 to 1 ,000

by extensional thinning of the continental mar- mdeep and has crustal characteristics of a basalt

ems (Hinz et al., 1979; Johnson et al., 1982; Le plateau (Keen et al., 1974).

P»chon et al., 1979; Srivastava, 1978). Southern
^reenland moved relatively northeastward away
from Labrador until about 60 Ma; then, the
relative motion slowed and changed to about America somewhere near Alaska, and^from this

"orth-northeastward, and spreading accelerated
-

.
. .

-. r^
.

he Late

Labrado
between

38 Ma.

Norway and Greenland. Motion

Labrador

spreading should decrease northwestward through

Baffin Bay. This prediction is not fulfilled: south-

eastern Baffin Bay is too narrow, even if much
The history- of the northern part of the rift, of the width of its flanking continental shelves

«^tween Greenland and Baffin Island, is less well be assumed to represent spreadmg. Other plate

"magnetic anomalies trending north-northwest-
Ward

boundaries northwest of the Labrador

accommodate some of the Cretaceous spreading.

The problem is alleviated but not eliminated if

'eocene and E^cenTrgeT^^ the central Baffin Bay magnetic anomalies are

^f ihe basin (Jackson et al 1979- Keen et al., partly of Cretaceous age. Interpretations devel-

^574). ALateCretaceousagecanbeextrapolatcd oped here arc illustrated by Figures 3 and 4.
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80° «"

Schematic illustration of Cretaceous and Cenozoic plate motions inferred within
^Jj^

"°
^grallFigure 3. ^,,l,^^^lall^. musiiauun oi ^^reiaceous ana cenozoic piate mouons uucnw^ -

^^graii

Canada-Greenland region; Atlantic and Arctic Ocean features are not included. Double a"'°*vl: ..uo. Eulet

motions relative to mainland Canada; single arrows show motions across strike-slip (transform)

poles of relative rotation of plates shown by circles: NA/G. Greenland and mainland Canada; NA/B,

FB. Frobisher Bay graben«nu ...aii.iai.u >^aimua. vjiucr aDDFevations: L:b, Cumberland Sound graben; to, rroDisuci ^»/
^ pKoundan"

Channel graben; HS, Hudson Strait graben; NWf, Northwest Passage fault. Reconstruction using ^^^^ fgidbeli

requires counterclockwise rotation of Nares Strait fault relative to Northwest Passage fault; the Tertw
j^^.^|^j

of the northern Arctic Islands is assumed to be the product of the resultant compression. Only tn

I

\

t

I

I

indaries ^

t

shown

ROTATIONOF BAFFIN ISLAND . , ,^ its internal
an

the rigid North Amencan plate, ns
^.^^ ^

Rotation of an internally fragmented Baffin Is- marginal geology indicate otherwise la
^^^^

land hthosphere plate, counterclockwise relative Shade, 1982, recognized). Mainland Can ^^
to both Greenland and mainland North Amer- shallow Hudson Bay are separated "°^^\.
ica, provides the likely explanation for much of Island plus shallow Foxe Basin by the s ^^
the problematic geometry. Although Baffin Is- widening graben systems of Foxe Strait

^^ ^^„
land eenerallv has been flsisiimp.H tr^ k^ . _r ^. -. -^, i ^ ^-^ntnin Paleoz"

son Strait. These grabens contain

I

I
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in a region otherwise surfaced now mostly by

Precambrian basement rocks (Sanford, 1974).

Similar grabens containing Paleozoic strata form

Frobisher Bay and Cumberland Bay, in eastern

Baffin Island (MacLean & Falconer, 1979); young

normal faults cross southern Baffin Island at least

along the Frobisher Bay trend. Normal faulting

requires crustal extension. The amount of fault-

ing, and hence probably also of extension, de-

creases northwestward, so Baffin Island appar-

ently has rotated counterclockwise relative to

mainland Canada.

The Euler pole of that relative rotation might
lie along the boundary between the Baffin and
Canadian plates, in which case crustal compres-
sion should exist beween the plates along their

boundary to the north of that pole, or the Euler

75

60

45

Figure 4. Reconstruction of Greenland and north-

east Canada in middle Cretaceous time. Present shore-

lines of mainland Canada, northeastern Baffin Island,
pole might lie beyond the north limit of the and Greenland are shown;' boundaries of Arctic-island
boundary (here taken to be the Northwest Pas-

sage fault), in which case the boundary should
groups are generalized. The paleolatitudes correspond

to a North American paleomagnetic pole position of

be entirely extensional. Published geologic data ^S^N 173oW, after the compilation by Van der Voo

;»nn*.ot.*« ... . - ^ 1.
• (1981). Longitude hnes are 15° apart and illustrate the

appear to permit either interpretation. Cambnan
^^^^,4,^^ projection. Plate boundaries marked by

to lower Tertiary strata are broken by numerous heavy hnes: LBsc, Labrador Basin-Baffin Basin spread-
fauhs and monoclines, mostly trending north- ing center; NWf, Northwest Passage transform fault;

westward, in northern Baffin Island and adjacent NSf, Nares Strait transform fault; Be and Bd, conver-

areas. Although the faults have been termed nor- gent and divergent parts, respectively, of boundary be-

^ , u ,, , tween Baffin Island and North American plates. Circles
mai Dy all geologists who have mapped them, ^j^^^ g^j^j. p^jg^ ^f subsequent relative rotations of
the strata of the dovmdropped sides rise toward plates: NA/G, North America and Greenland; NA/B,

North America and Baffin Island plate; NA/QE, North

America and Queen Elizabeth Islands plate. Arctic and

Atlantic Ocean features, and Eurasian, Alaskan, and

Cordilleran landmasses, are not depicted.

some of the faults in moderately-dipping mono-
clines. Thus, the Eclipse trough, which contains

3 km of exposed middle Cretaceous to lower
Eocene fill, and probably contains more beneath
Its submarine portion, has a marginal monocline,
^ith basinward dips of as much as 40°, along its

faulted northeast boundary (Jackson & David- Peninsula, would account for the normal faulting

^on> 1975; Miall et al., 1980). This geometry, of the southeastern Baffin region by orthogonal

and the presence of open folds away from faults, extension; for strike-slip faulting in west-central

Permit the inference that the Cenozoic defor- Baffin Island; and for crustal shortening in north-

nation is compressional, rather than extension- em Baffin Island and any young component of

^'' in this northern region (I have seen no state- shortening in the Boothia uplift-// these dis-

nients regarding actual observations of dips of parate elements are all of the same age and are

<^enozoic faults.) Further some of the compres- characterized correctly m this scenano. Adop-
tive deformation of the Boothia uplift, west of tion of such an Euler pole, plus the assumption

"orthem Baffin Island, is possibly of Cretaceous
^r early Cenozoic age. The straightness and con-

Jjnuity of some of the Phanerozoic faults (e.g.,

Blackadar et al., 1968) of west-central Baffin Is-

^'id, however, permit an inference of domi-
nantly strike-slip faulting there.

of 100 km of extension in the southeast, would

predict about 5° of rotation, and hence about

70 km of total crustal shortening between north-

east Baffin Island and the mainland west of the

Boothia uplift. If, however, the Boothia

compression is entirely older, and the north Baf-

^ Cretaceous and Paleogene extension on the or- fin structures are extensional rather than com-'

^^' of 100 km might reasonably have produced pressional, then the
^^^J^^

P^^^'^^^^^^^^

JJje
normal faulting in the southeast Baffin region. beyond

(Rice & Shade, 1982, suggested 80 km.) An Euler would require a smaller angular rotation of the

pole in the region of 6rN, 86»W, near Melville Baffin plate. Either mterpretation can be mte-
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motion between Baffin Island and Greenland.

SEAWAY

grated with the motions defined for the opening ther fault is itself in a transform (small-circle)

of the Labrador Basin to account for the observed relationship to any likely spreading direction be-

progressive northwestward decrease in the net tween Greenland and Canada; but by postulating

simultaneous motion on both faults, the sepa-

ration of Greenland from mainland Canada can

be reconciled with Arctic geology.

^^ ^. ^ .^. . . , . ^ Nares Strait fault. The linear trend of Nares

The history of nftxng, oceanic circulation, and
^^^^.^ north-northeast from the head of Baffin

/1^or^^u . a c • r '^ c n Bay, between EUesmere Island and Greenland,

vastava (1 980) by study of microfossils from wells . . , „„ ., ^ „^^h ^Ho^ nf
u ui flii-Ti-j T^ J continues beyond EUesmere as the north edge oi

on the shelves flanking the Labrador Basin, and , , , *• + i ^o^«^« nf Nnrth
- ^ J * 11 ' .1. t. • A the submerged continental margin oi I^onn

from two deep-water wells in the basin. A seaway

west of Greenland probably connected the At-

lantic and Arctic Oceans most of the time from
the late Late Cretaceous ^Maestrichtian'^ on. The

paleoclimates was deduced by Gradstein and Sri-

Greenland (Figs. 3 and 5). The strait was

sumed by Wegener (1920), and by most subse-

quent investigators of continental drift and, later,

^^ ^u ^T> u i^ .u • 1 ofplate tectonics, to mark a strike-slip fault hav-

Northwest Passage mayhave been the mamearly ,
^

, ^^^, ^, ., ,. ^^i^*^^ tnthenoen-
.T.o..oi„,.,, K..,l.. L^^ I..,. ..^ *u. A-..:i mgabout 250 km ofleft slip, related to the open

channelway between Baffin Bay and the Arctic

Maestrichtian
ing of Baffin Bay.

I believe that such a fauU does indeed exist

early and early middle Eocene, subtropical Gulf ^^ i . ^- a c..rr.nn<;ium on e^i-

stream waters reached about as far north as pres- ^^^ f «^«^/^
^^'^t flltTarconven^^^ in

ent latitude 50°N (paleolatitude about 35° or 38°); ^Z'' ^^^/f
"^^^^ *^'

^'bHsTedn a volume

water was cooler during the Paleocene and again ''J^'/f '^
''''''''

Tk."^ mi) In general

during the middle Tertiary, but there probably
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^"^ ^'"^

H whh date recon-

was a general northward flow of water toward I ^y^^P^^^^"^ ^^^^ors concerned with plate rc^^^^^^

Miocene
structions

Labrador
to a strike-slip fault has been recognized, whereas

with

TRIPLE JUNCTION AT THE NORTHEND
OF BAFFIN BAY

northern

existence and glacial conditions presumably ex-
"*"'' "' "^ gcuiugi^ . xa.»x.^

^^^

isted in the Arctic. «" «n^ ^'^^ °^ '^^ ^^^^7^ '^^
n cofectivel)

little or no faulting. The latter group
<^°^^^'^^'J^

presented an impressive number of ^^^]^^^^^

against maj or faulting by projecting geologic zo

and lines across the strait with little or no on

^^^

as summarized by Dawes and Kerr in tne

^^
paper in the book. Having examined the pn

geologic literature on both sides of the s

^^^

reconnaissance 1:250,000 geologic map
^^^

reports and monographs for tiie

more limited materials for Greenland -^i^^ 6»^

none of the anti-fault arguments as P''°^
^

hence, regard their sum also as ""^^""j!
rep-

The critical components at issue are u

^^ ^^^^^

resenting changes in sedimentary f^'^^^J^^^jj ^j^es

of deformation in Paleozoic strata on &
^^^^^^

of the strait. Some such lines are draw

various

Baffin Bay represents plate motions that could
not have stopped at the north end of the bay,
and that must have been accommodated on oth-
er plate boundaries to the north of Baffin Island
and Greenland. The various proposals for these
boundaries in the literature include a ridge-trans-
form junction, a ridge-ridge-ridge triple junction,
a ridge-trench junction, a pivot between spread-
ing and compression, and rejection ofplate tec-
tonic concepts. None of these proposals fits both
the geometric requirements and the known geo- ot the strait. Some sucn iinc^ ax. —

-^^^

logic and geophysical parameters, and I do not offset across the strait by the anti-fault ge

^^^^^
discuss them here. Instead, I note evidence of a but are unconstrained on one side or tne

triple junction between the Baffin Bay spreading
center and two left-slip transform faults. One of
these faults follows narrow Nares Strait north-
northeastward from the north end of Baffin Bay,
separating Greenland and EUesmere Island The

""^l' £^"^V'^'''^'
westward from the north end me comrary, lac uun. . .^

of Baffin Bay, along the aligned straits of the zoic strata, the hinge line between plat o

Northwest Passage. Fault, fault, and spreading

but are unconstrainea on ^u^ '^— ^ ^qo

and hence are irrelevant. Others cou
^^^

strained by data on both sides but i^^^e ^
to be drawn schematically where they

^^_^^ ^
the strait, if indeed there ^^f^^^'^ntly. ^
where the data placed them inaepci

deformation
in

^ ^^

limi'

center meet at mutual angles of about 120°. Nei- of shelf strata, and various other element*

I

t

I
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08i

<r

Figure 5. Bathymetry of the Arctic Ocean. Contour interval 1 km, with an additional contour at 0.5 km
Reproduced, with permission, from Taylor, Kovacs, Vogt and Johnson (1981, fig. la).

^ nie to accord with left slip of about 250 km and separate the northern and southern islands

^long the strait, just as Wegener inferred long of the Canadan Arctic Archipelago. The midline

of these sounds approximates a small circle to a

Nares Strait approximates a segment of a great

^^le. It is not a small circle to any likely Euler
Pple of relative rotation between Greenland and
'^nada, and hence must have changed in shape,

•w

a strike-slip fault along which the northern is-

lands have slipped relative to the rest of Canada.

Published data on distribution of facies in the

Position, or orientation relative to spreading cen- widespread Paleozoic platform strata are com-
bers between Greenland and Canada as spreading patible with a left slip of as much as 200 km, but

Progressed.

^orthwest Passage fault. The aligned sounds,
" ^0 100 km wide, of the Northwest Passage

^^^e westward from the north end of Baffin Bay

not with any right slip (cf. Daae & Rutgers, 1975,

and Kerr, 1980; these authors, however, as-

sumed zero strike slip). Longitudinal faulting and

vQriahlv thick Cretaceous and Paleogcne sedi-
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mentation in the passage are shown by geophys- brought against Baffin Island in a reasonable fit

ical data (Daae & Rutgers, 1975), and exten- (Fig. 4). The total motion of the south tip of

sional faulting (which I assume to be oblique) is Greenland, relative to mainland Canada, that is

eastern reconstruction

Kerr (1974, 1 977) argued against young strike- in northeastward direction. The motion reversed

slip faulting along the Northwest Passage because corresponds to a counterclockwise rotation of

the compressional "Comwallis foldbelt" trends about 9"* ofGreenland relative to mainland Can-

directly across the passage and is of Devonian ada, about an Euler pole near 65°N, 140°Wina

age. Although structures north and south of the

passage are indeed approximately in line, I in-

terpret the geologic maps of Bathurst and Cora- land, and Canada is possible only if there is left

wallis Islands (Kerr, 1974; Thorsteinsson & Kerr, slip on both Nares Strait and Northwest Passage

1968), north of the passage, to indicate that the

Canadian reference frame.

This reconstruction of <

reconstruction

structures km of left slip through

hence do not constrain strike-slip faulting. For pared to the best geologic value of about 250

Cretaceous and km), and about 200 km of left slip along theexample, a tract of uppermost Cretaceous and
lower Tertiary strata on Comwallis Island (the Northwest Passage. The reconstruction also re-

"Intrepid Bay Graben" of Thorsteinsson & Kerr, quires that the Northwest Passage and Nares

1968, who regarded the Tertiary deformation as Strait fault boundaries of the northern Arctic Is-

extensional) consists of an asymmetric syncline lands (Queen Elizabeth Islands) have rotated to-

of the young rocks, against the steep, west limb ward one another about 5**, about the point of

of which is faulted a complex anticline of lower their intersection; the predicted northwest-in-

Paleozoic strata. Such geometry characterizes crustal

structures

South of the Northwest Passage, north-trend-

ing compressional fauhs of the Boothia uplift

break basement as well as cover rocks, and can
be dated directly only as postdating Lower De-

en up by the northwest-widening belt of Creta-

ceous

highest

Tectonics of the Alaskan

The west limit of continental crust, as defined

(e.g., Miall & I

growing within

clastic Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian sed-
iments shed from it both to east and west (Miall
& Gibling, 1978). No analogous upland is shown

the southeast giving way northwestward to con-
tinental-shelf ones. The lack of present conti-
nuity may be a result of post-Devonian faulting
along the Northwest Passage, and the anticipated
northern continuation of the upland and deriv-

^°""^

accompanied the tectonic accretion,

plexity of the collage increases ^^^^^^^^.^^^^

and comprehension of its evolution o
.

giy

ative elastics may now be hidden beneath youn-
farther

RECONSTRUCTIONOF CANADAANDGREENLAND

J ones et al., 1982; Monger et ai., i^"
-

j^.

et al., 1981). A large part of the coUage
^^^^^

sembled (although with grossly dinerci
_^^^^ ^

uration than it has now) before the m ^
Cretaceous time. I will treat it here in

If Baffin Island be rotated back to its pre-Cre- ^°^ fashion.

taceous position as proposed previously, and
southern West Greenland be brought back against
Labrador in accord with the well-constrained
magnetic-anomaly patterns of the Labrador Ba-
sin, the northern part of West Greeni5,nH Jc

OPENINGOF THE CANADABASIN

oceanic Canada Basin, north of

^ . /T-- c^ «/Q<:fornieu

I

\

1 lie weal lllllXL Ul ^^iJiii.xiA^"»'**' ^ '
J ,

by the presence of continental-shelf strata
^

by other criteria, that was part of North Amen^
{

leozoic time is indicated, however, by coarse ^^ '^'^^
^f.

^^^^^^
^^^^H' Tcol^bi^'^

clastic IJnner Silurian pnH T o,,,^- t^^, —

:

^ westward in interior British <-oiuu

southern Yukon, thence northward th o 6

northern Yukon to the Arctic Ocean. M
^^

by correlative strata north of the passage, where ^°^ *° *^^ ^^^^ °^
'^'^^I'T^^n^S ^o the

dominantly carbonate rocks accumulated during
^^^^^^' probably was added tectom^

^^ ^^^
this stratigraphic interval, platform conditions to

continent during Devonian and you
g^^ ^^ .^

the southeast giving wav north wP«tw;,rH t^ Diverse rotations and stnke-slip_ mu

*

f

Ala*

and western Canada
Ithough the specific

,met»?
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and timing of that spreading are poorly con-

strained. Interpretations have varied widely in

detail but in general have advocated either that

northern Alaska rotated counterclockwise away

from Arctic Canada, as though about a pivot in

the Mackenzie Delta region (e.g., Grantz et aL,

1979), or that much of Alaska slid southwest-

ward past Arctic Canada, the ocean opening be-

hind it (e.g., Norris & Yorath, 1981). I strongly

favor the rotation option. Magnetic-anomaly

patterns of the Canada Basin are irregular (unlike

the tidy, symmetrical anomalies of the Eurasia

Basin; Fig. 6), and can at the present level of

knowledge be fitted to either rotation or sliding

models (Vogt et al., 1982), The onshore and off-

shore geology and geophysics of northern Alaska
and northwestern Canada indicate that rifting

premonitory to opening of the Canada Basin had
begun by Early Jurassic time, and that an ocean
of undefined width was present at least as early

as late Early Cretaceous time (e.g., Grantz et al,

I979;Miall, 1979; Young etal,, 1976). The mag-
netic anomalies of the basin were inferred by
Vogt et al (1982) to date the ocean floor as hav-
ing formed largely within Late Jurassic and Early

Cretaceous time.

The Canada Basin apparently is largely or en-

Late

rm
the Eurasia Basin, Arctic Atlantic, Labrador Sea,
and Baffin Bay were opened.

ROTATIONOF NORTHERNALASKA

'aleozoic and earlv Mesozoic ee<

Figure 6. Magnetic anomalies of the Arctic Ocean

and the northern Greenland-Norwegian Sea, showing

medium-length anomalies greater than (black) and less

than (white) the global magnetic reference field. The
discontinuity near 1 60°W-60**E presents different data-

reduction methods for the Soviet data, on the Eurasian

side, and the generally more detailed U.S. Navy and
Canadian data. Reproduced, with permission, from

Slope
Alaska-the Brooks Range and North Vogt, Bemero, Kovacs and Taylor (1981, fig. 2).

Territory

(^g., Dillon et al., 1980; Grantz et al., 1979;
Norris & Yorath, 1981) is compatible with the Canadian Arctic is a tract about 150 km wide of

'morphologically reasonable rotation of that re- contorted and low-grade-metamorphosed upper

igh Silurian deep-water strata

(e.g., Trettin et aL, 1979). This terrane lies north

&on 65'' counterclockwise away from the Ca-
2idian

^he latter region, three major tectonic and lith- ofthecontinental-shelfassemblage of correlative

Q'ogic or stratigi-aphic terranes trend generally shallow-water materials, deposited on North

^est-southwestward to westward in the Queen American crust. I interpret the deep-water ma-

terials to be sediments of the continental slope,

continental rise, and abyssal plain, crumpled to-

*>zabeth Islands to oblique truncations against

"^ margin of the Canada Basin. Analogous ter-

"^es in northern Alaska can be explained as
rotated sectors of the same terranes. One assem-

Jl^ge consists of Mississippian through lower
"lesozoir ctT-'i+r, f:^ *t-- ^ i:^*, Arctic **^''

beneath

was being subducted beneath an advancing

northern landmass in Devonian time. Analogous

-..«v« .«.. ^xxw..w .— materials in the northern part of the Alaska-

Sverdrup BasFn^filOlying unconfbrmaW old- northwest Yukon region arc exposed in the Ro-
^ complexes. The other two shared assemblages manzof and other uplifts and are known also in

^^e Pre-Mississippian The southern one in the the subsurface along the north coast. The north-
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t

em teirane in the Canadian Arctic is an assem- ued in the east during the Cretaceous and Ce-

Wage of continental and oceanic crystalline and nozoic (Churkin & Trexler, 1979; Dickinson,

sedimentary rocks, of late Precambrian to De- 1978; Fujita& Newberry, 1983; Hamilton, 1970;

vonian ages (e.g., Trettin, 1982), which record Takahashi, 1983; Tapponnier&Molnar, 1979^).

poorly understood Devonian and older plate It is likely that since about the middle of Cre-

convergence and tectonic accretion. Equivalents taceous time, continuous crust of continental

of this northern Canadian Arctic assemblage ap- thickness (and hence, at least intermittently dry

pear to be represented by the Devonian and older land) has joined mainland Eurasia and North

terrane of the southern Brooks Range and nearby America via the region of northeastern USSR

Yukon Territory. and Alaska, although much doubt clouds specific

palinspastic restorations.

CENTRALANDSOUTHERNALASKA

Alaska south of the Brooks Range consists of
diverse terranes, some crustally oceanic and some

PACIFIC MARGIN

Kamchatka Peninsula, the Koryak Highlands

with to the northeast of it, and the region northwest

regard to the Brooks Range, mainland North of the Koryaks, consist of a complex collage of

America, and each other. The terranes are var- accretionary and magmatic-arc terranes, 700 km

Mesozoic _. . wide, assembled primarily by Cretaceous and

but their present juxtapositions and configura- Cenozoic plate convergence. Subduction north-

tions are primarily products of Cretaceous and westward beneath the continent apparently be-

Cenozoic subduction, strike-slip faulting, and gan
Many per Cretaceous arc-magmatic rocks lie across the

with truncated

Mesozoic

terranes

levels of confidence, and fragmentary histories

deduced; but any attempt at statewide palin- Koryaks. Jurassic and Cretaceous fossils occur

spastic reconstructions for Cretaceous and early sparsely in the accretionary-wedge melanges tha

Paleogene configurations could be at present only are widespread across most of the width onj

quite speculative.

A large part of central and southern Alaska
was nevertheless structurally part of North
America by Late Cretaceous time. The suturing
of the large Yukon-Koyukuk terrane, apparently
an oceanic island arc, to the south edge of the
Brooks Range occurred late in Eariy Cretaceous
time. Before then, various terranes now farther
south in Alaska were attached to the continent,
but at positions farther southeast along the Cor-

include fossils so foreign paleochmaticauy
^

mainland northeast Asia as to require subdu

tion of many thousands of kilometers ot in

_^^

vening oceanic lithosphere. Seamount ana^^^

land-arc terranes are recognizable m
^^^

fragmentary Soviet descriptions,
^^^^^^\l^,^s

ogy with northwestern North America. Mei &

and Cretaceous and early Paleogene magnj
^^^

"^^..«.v..xfe„xv^..x- arc rocks tend to become younger
^^"^f

-^

diUera; they slid northwestward to their present Pacific, indicating a general sequence of teci

" '^

that direction. Middle and up^^form an increasingly wide
The Aleutian Trench marks the present south

Alaskan plate. Pacific oceanic

accretion in tnat airecuon. ivn""-
nclu^'

Paleozoic components of mega-melange, i^^^

- r xcxvxixv u».cminj ing fragments ofseamounts and atolls, a

lithosphere is moving relatively northwestward spread in the Pacific half of the Koryak res'

and subducting beneath Alaska and the Bering and as it is unlikely that any seafloor of tw

widening
scraped off into the accretionary wedge at "its
leading edge.

ha^f

Tectonics of Northeastern Eurasia

The northern part of mainland Eurasia west
of present latitude 1 62°E was assembled by the
end of Jurassic time, although both major inter-
nal deformation and tectonic accretion contin-

come
Plate-tectonic interpretations of Soviet seoo^-^ ^

primarily from outside the Soviet u
^^^

cause plate concepts are all but lacking i

^^^^ pyi).

The papers cited above give references to
g^j,

Ucations. The foUowing brief discussion is au^ ^^
the references cited above and from my

j,gasieH

of the Soviet literature regarding the lar

USSR.

I

I

t
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was still unsubducted in Late Cretaceous time, the modemseismic zone (cf. Chapman & Sol-

Bering Sea Region

crust

tectonic assembly elsewhere is likely. omon, 1976).

The Cretaceous magmatic arc of the Asian

mainland margin, analogous to that west of the

Koryak region, is present in Sikhote Alin, and

the matching accretionary terrane is in Sakhalin, The

far west of the middle and late Cenozoic Hok- of the Bering Sea, inside the Aleutian island arc,

kaido-Kuril-Kamchatka arc system. Dickinson is oceanic, but that of the northeastern half is of

(1978) inferred from regional geologic and geo- continental thickness. Although now covered by

physical relationships that a small continental shallow water, much of this latter half undoubt-

crustal mass, represented now by the shallow part edly stood above sea level during much of its

)f Okhotsk 2

Kamchatka

history.

Two broad geologic provinces can be recog-

nental-margin subduction system in about Eocene nized from geophysical and geologic data from

time, and that subduction then broke through on the Bering Sea continental shelf and its margins,

the Pacific side of that added mass. Migration of In the north, the terrane that includes the Brooks

the arc systems, and the opening of the Sea of Range of northern Alaska inflects southward to

form the Seward Peninsula of northwest Alaska,

and thence trends westward through St. Law-

rence Island to northeastern Chukotsk Peninsula

(e.g., Patton & Tailleur, 1977). In the south is

the broad terrane of accretionary geology and

ofOkh
otsk, has occurred since.

ARCTIC margin

The modemspreading center of the Nansen- magmatic arcs connecting southwest Alaska and

Gakkel the northeast Koryak-southwest Chukotka re-

north edge of Eurasia, north of the Lena River gion, probably consolidated mostly in Creta-

delta (Figs. 5 and 6). The amount of Late Cre- ceous and early Paleogene time (Csetjey et al.,

Marlow et al., 1976; Mooretaceous and Cenozoic spreading decreases to- ,

ward Eurasia but is still about 600 km at the et al., 1976; Pratt et al., 1972). The accretionary

Eurasian continental slope. One or several plate and arc-magmatic history of the present shelf

boundaries must connect this spreading center region ended in latest Cretaceous or very early

to past and present plate boundaries around the Tertiary time, when subduction northward be-

Pacific Ocean. A zone of diffuse seismicity con- neath the shelf region ceased

Lena The modemboundary between the Pacific and

"egion to the Sea of Okhotsk presumably rep- North American plates south of the Bering Sea

resents the modemboundary along which ex- Aleutian

tension decreases southeastward between Eur- west mainland Alaska to a trench-trench junc-

asian and North American plates (Chapman & tion off Kamchatka. The Aleutian island arc has
^"'' " been active only since early or middle Eocenewithin
the seismic zone cannot be great enough, how- time; oceanic lithosphere between the Aleutians

ever, to account for more than a small part of ' ' " * *"'
"' ^"^'

continental

|he total motion needed, for this mainland region trapped bit of Mesozoic ocean floor (Coope
IS topographically high and is not conspicuously
nftPHrifted.

ght

Cenozoic time behind arcs

One or more other plate boundaries, distinct (Langseth et al., 1980). Curvmg from the north

or diffuse and now inactive seismically, must lie side of the central Aleutian arc to the Koryak

^thin the onshore or offshore region of Arctic region are the Bowers and Shirshov submanne

S'beria. The most conspicuous geologic bound- ridges- segments of a fossil arc beneath which

^ onshore in the region is that trending east-

souihwestward relative to mainland Eurasia.

^Iternativelv n<>rV>ono *Ua Kr-r^^H IriwIanHl of

bet
be

a
Lena

2one of distributed crustal extension, offset from

ridges

subduction was southward (Cooper el ah, 1981).

Various explanations (e.g., Ben-Avraham &
Cooper, 1981) have been proposed for the evo-

lution of this complex submarine region. The

most promising is one communicated to me by

D^n M. Worrall, who integrated offshore geo-
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North Pacific rim. Jour. Physics Earth 26, Suppl.:

1-19.

physical data with onshore geological informa-

tion, Worrall inferred that a northward-migrat-

ing, north-facing Bowers-Shirshov island arc
DillonJ.T.,G.H. PEssELj.HXHEN&N.C.VEAca

collided with a south-facing Bering-Koryak
Highlands continent-margin trench system in

1980 Middle Paleozoic magmatism and orogen

esis in the Brooks Range, Alaska. Geology 8: 338-

343.

early Eocene time. He also inferred that both of Eldholm, O. & M. Talwani. 1977. Sediment dis-

tribution and structural framework of the Barentsthese systems were abandoned when the Aleu-
tian subduction system broke through the ocean-
ic plate to the south, trapping Mesozoic oceanic
crust to the north of it.
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